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Pulsar timing arrays have increased sensitivity to 
scalar-longitudinal and vector gravitational waves 
that appear in some alternative gravity theories 
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What can gravitational wave physics do for cosmology?

Detect GWs 

Use observations to test GR & place 
constraints on gravity theories

Apply to various models of 
cosmology



Metric theories of gravity: 6 GW polarizations instead of 2

Transverse: +, x, breathing
Non-transverse: longitudinal, vector

GWs in alternative theories of gravity

Tensor VectorScalar
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So... how do pulsars come into the picture?
A GW induces a redshift in the pulsar’s signal:

gravitational waves

R(t) = TOA
actual

� TOA
expected

We measure the timing residual, R(t)

R(t) =
� t

0
dt�z(t�)

where



GW propagation direction: ⌦̂

Ideal to cross correlate signals from different pulsars 
(hence the term “pulsar timing array”):

p1 = (0, 0, 1), p2 = (sin ⇠, 0, cos ⇠)

Pulsar positions:

Expected cross-correlation:

overlap reduction function: 
a geometrical factor, characterizes 
sensitivity and polarization properties

source spectrum 

hz̃⇤i (f)z̃j(f 0)i / ⌦gw(f)�(f � f 0)�ij(f)
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Overlap reduction functions for stochastic backgrounds 
of GWs

For non-transverse GWs, pulsar pairs with very small angular 
separation (      ) see increase in sensitivity of     !⇠ 3� 104

Sources: Cosmic superstrings, relic gravitational waves from 
inflation, and first order phase transitions on the QCD scale, 
astrophysical sources

Chamberlin and Siemens, (2012): Calculated         for all six 
GW polarizations:

�(f)

Stochastic background: large # of independent, unresolvable 
sources

PTAs see increased sensitivity to scalar-longitudinal and vector GWs!

agrees with results from Lee et 
al. (2008), Alves and Tinto (2011)
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Can Taylor expand the exponential terms: 
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Response for the scalar-longitudinal mode doesn’t vanish in this 
sky position! 
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In the time domain, 

PTAs see huge gains in sensitivity to scalar-
longitudinal GWs for nearby pulsar pairs!

(effect also apparent at lesser scale for vector modes)

L

zl(t, ẑ) / Lḣ

When the GW and the pulsar become antiparallel (              ),  
can increase monotonically up to some limiting frequency at which 
the Taylor series of                   is no longer valid. e2⇡ifL(1+⌦̂·p̂)

⌦̂ · p̂ ! �1 zl



Alternative theories of gravity are a promising solution 
to the problems facing cosmology

Detection of GWs is an excellent (maybe the best) way 
to test these theories and place bounds on their 
parameters 

PTAs have increased sensitivity to the scalar-
longitudinal and vector polarization modes that appear 
in some alternative theories (this could make testing 
GR even more feasible)

Conclusions

For more details, see arXiv: 1111.5661

Physics with PTAs complements current efforts in cosmology!


